We’d like to invite you to participate in a faculty development effort coming out of NYU Steinhardt called *Teach Camp*.

Teach Camp is a 3-day (August 11-13), conference-like event intended to prepare and excite instructors for the unusual fall semester heading our way. The roughly 30 “camp classes” range from the more technical like how to use the Learning Management System, to more exploratory and pedagogically-focused discussions on how to stimulate student participation in the remote environment, or how to create dynamic and cooperative group-learning experiences.

Here are some examples of our upcoming camp classes:

- *Accessible Teaching in the Time of COVID-19*
- *Experiential Learning: Creating “Field Trips” in the Remote Environment*
- *Interactive Improvisation for Community Building*
- *Tips For Giving Great Online Presentations*

We would like to extend this opportunity to the Faculty Resource Network, and welcome you to join any Teach Camp class you might find intriguing. If you’d like to see the full lineup of courses, please [complete this form](mailto:complete this form) and we’ll add you to the Teach Camp website (which is protected behind the NYU domain). All you need is a zoom account to register for these classes. Registration opens on **July 31** and has no participation cap!

Any questions about Teach Camp should be directed to Kelsey Buttendorf, [kab716@nyu.edu](mailto:kab716@nyu.edu).

We hope to see you at camp!